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Abstract9
We introduce a new notion of “guarded Elgot monad”, that is a monad equipped with a form of10
iteration. It requires every guarded morphism to have a specified fixpoint, and classical equational11
laws of iteration to be satisfied. This notion includes Elgot monads, but also further examples of12
partial non-unique iteration, emerging in the semantics of processes under infinite trace equivalence.13
We recall the construction of the “coinductive resumption monad” from a monad and endofunctor,14
that is used for modelling programs up to bisimilarity. We characterize this construction via a15
universal property: if the given monad is guarded Elgot, then the coinductive resumption monad is16
the guarded Elgot monad that freely extends it by the given endofunctor.17
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1 Introduction24
The study of monads for effects has developed in numerous directions since it was initiated25
in [18]. We make two contributions to this research area. Firstly we give a new notion of26
“guarded Elgot monad”—a monad equipped with a form of iteration—that includes a variety27
of examples. Secondly, we give a universal property for one of these examples, the so-called28
“coinductive resumption monad”. We shall explain these contributions separately.29
1.1 Monads and Iteration30
Monads. Let us recall the basic ideas of monads for effects, where the base category is Set.31
A monad T on Set, presented in “Kleisli triple” form, consists of three things.32
For each set X, a set TX, of which an element represents a “computation” that may33
perform various computational effects and may return an element of X.34
For each set X, a map ηX : X Ñ TX. For x P X, the image ηXpxq represents a “pure35
computation” that just returns x.36
For any map f : X Ñ TY , we have a map f‹ : TX Ñ TY . For p P TX, the image f‹ppq37
represents a “sequenced computation” that first executes p and then, if this returns x P X,38
proceeds to execute fpxq P TY .39
These must satisfy three equations, as described in [18]. A map X Ñ TY is called a Kleisli40
map, and these form the Kleisli category, denoted KlpTq. It inherits coproducts from Set.41
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Monads for printing. We give (in outline) some example monads for computations that42
print characters. Let A be an alphabet, i.e. a set of characters. We write A‹ (resp. Aω, Aďω)43
for the set of finite sequences (resp. infinite sequences, finite and infinite sequences). Here44
are our examples.45
The monad X ÞÑ A‹ ˆX represents computations that print several characters and then46
return a value.47
The monad X ÞÑ A‹ ˆX `Aďω represents such computations, but also computations48
that continue forever and never return. The latter includes computations that print49
finitely many characters and then diverge (i.e. hang), and also computations that print50
infinitely many characters.51
The monad X ÞÑ A‹ ˆX ` Aω represents computations that may return or continue52
forever, but in the latter case are required to be “productive”, i.e. keep printing.53
For our next series of examples, write P`X for the set of nonempty subsets of X. The54
following are monads for nondeterministic printing computations.55
X ÞÑ P`pA‹ ˆXq56
X ÞÑ P`pA‹ ˆX `Aďωq57
X ÞÑ P`pA‹ ˆX `Aωq58
A nondeterministic printing computation has terminating traces in A‹ˆX, divergences in A‹59
and infinite traces in Aω. (A similar arrangement has been used in CSP semantics [21].)60
The above monads identify computations that are infinite trace equivalent, i.e. that have the61
same terminating traces, divergences and infinite traces.62
Iterative computations. Given a Kleisli map f : X Ñ Y `X, we would like to form a63
Kleisli map f : : X Ñ Y where, for x P X, the image f :pxq represents the following “iterative64
computation”. First it executes fpxq P T pY ` Xq. That may return inl y, in which case65
the iterative computation returns y, or it may return inr x1, in which case the computation66
represented by fpx1q P T pY `Xq is executed, and so forth. Can we form f : for our example67
monads?68
For the monad X ÞÑ A‹ˆX `Aďω, we can form f :, since the monad is able to represent69
infinite computations.70
Likewise for the monad X ÞÑ P`pA‹ ˆX `Aďωq.71
For the monad X ÞÑ A‹ ˆX `Aω, we can form f :, provided f is guarded. That means72
that for all x P X, the image fpxq P A‹ ˆ pX ` Y q ` Aω is not of the form inrpε, inlx1q73
for some x1 P X. This condition ensures that f :pxq represents a productive computation,74
because an iterative call is possible only after at least one character has been printed.75
Likewise for the monad P`pA‹ ˆX `Aωq. Here the guardedness reqirement is that, for76
all x P X, the image fpxq P P`pA‹ˆ pX ` Y q `Aωq does not contain inrpε, inlx1q for any77
x1 P X.78
These four examples motivate the first contribution of the paper, viz. the notion of a guarded79
Elgot monad. This consists of a monad on a co-Cartesian category C (i.e. category with80
finite coproducts), equipped with two additional structures. Firstly a guardedness predicate,81
that tells us when a Kleisli map f : X Ñ Y ` Z is guarded in the right summand. When82
this condition holds, we write f : X Ñ Y 〉Z. Secondly, a guarded Conway operator that83
associates to each map f : X Ñ Y 〉X a Kleisli map f : : X Ñ Y . Each of these structures84
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guarded Elgot
Elgot guarded iterative
ω-continuous completely iterative
Figure 1 Connections between classes of monads with iteration
must satisfy some conditions that we shall stipulate. In particular, for f : X Ñ Y 〉X, we85
require f : to be a fixpoint of f , i.e. a Kleisli map g : X Ñ Y such that86
X Y `X
Y
g
f
rid,gs87
commutes in the Kleisli category.88
Although the above four examples are all guarded Elgot monads, they are significantly89
different.90
The guarded Elgot monads X ÞÑ A‹ˆX `Aďω and X ÞÑ P`pA‹ˆX `Aďωq are special91
because every Kleisli map f : X Ñ Y `Z is deemed to be guarded in the right summand.92
So, for every Kleisli map f : X Ñ Y `X, we can form f :. We call these simply Elgot93
monads. (They are called “complete Elgot monads” in [7].)94
The guarded Elgot monad X ÞÑ A‹ ˆX `Aω is special because, for each map f : X Ñ95
Y 〉X, the map f : is the unique fixpoint of f . We call this a guarded iterative monad [10].96
For A ‰ ∅, the guarded Elgot monad X ÞÑ P`pA‹ˆX`Aωq is neither Elgot nor guarded97
iterative. (This is proved in Example 20(5) below). So it illustrates the need for the new,98
more general notion of guarded Elgot monad.99
As noted in [10], every monad can be regarded as guarded iterative, by saying that a100
Kleisli map f : X Ñ Y ` Z is “vacuously” guarded in the right summand when it factorizes101
via inr : Z Ñ Y ` Z.102
1.2 Resumption Monads103
Let us write µγ.Fγ for an initial algebra of F , and νγ.Fγ for a final coalgebra. We note the104
following.105
The set A‹ ˆX can be written µγ.pX `Hγq, where H is the endofunctor Y ÞÑ Aˆ Y .106
The set A‹ ˆX `Aω can be written νγ.pX `Hγq.107
The set A‹ ˆX `Aďω can be written νγ.MaybepX `Hγq, where Maybe Y def“ Y ` 1.108
More generally, given a monad T and endofunctor H on a co-Cartesian category C, we form109
two monads:110
the inductive resumption monad TµH sending X ÞÑ µγ. T pX `Hγq, provided these initial111
algebras exist [6]112
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the coinductive resumption monad TνH sending X ÞÑ νγ. T pX `Hγq, provided these final113
coalgebras exist [20].114
For example, with C “ Set, let T be the countable nonempty powerset monad and let115
H : Y ÞÑ A ˆ Y . Then these monads represent countably nondeterministic printing com-116
putations modulo bisimilarity. Here, the difference between TµH and T
ν
H is that the former117
represents only computations that eventually return a value, whereas the latter represents118
also computations that continue forever (but are productive).119
For another class of examples, let pBpaqqaPA be a “signature”, i.e. family of sets, and120
let H be the endofunctor Y ÞÑ ∑aPA Y Bpaq. Again let T be the countable nonempty121
powerset monad. In this case the monads TµH and T
ν
H represent countably nondeterministic122
computations that perform I/O. Such a computation can print an element a P A and then123
pause; if the user then enters an element of Bpaq, the computation resumes. This is the124
reason for the name “resumption monad”. The printing example is the special case where125
Bpaq is singleton for all a P A.126
As the above examples illustrate, these monads provide a natural way of combining an127
endofunctor (representing I/O) with a monad (representing other effects, e.g. nondeterminism).128
So one may ask of each monad: can it be characterized via a universal property?129
This has been done for TµH in [15]. We recall this result, but present it a little differently,130
using the notion of free extension (defined in full generality in Definition 2 below).131
1.3 Free Extensions132
To explain the notion of free extension, we give a well-known example: the polynomial ring133
RrX0, X1s. This is the free extension of the ring R by the set {0, 1}. That means that we134
have a function and ring homomorphism135
{0, 1} RrX0, X1s RX´136
(here X´ reads as a map sending i P {0, 1} to Xi) that are universal: for any function and137
ring homomorphism138
{0, 1} S Rg h139
there is a unique mediating homomorphism140
{0, 1} RrX0, X1s R
S
X´
g h
141
We can now describe the result of [14] as follows: the monad TµH is a free extension of T by142
H. This means that we have a natural transformation and monad morphism143
H TµH T
β ρ
144
that are universal.145
The second contribution of this paper is the following analogous result. If T is a guarded146
Elgot monad, then TνH is also guarded Elgot, and moreover it is the free extension, among147
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guarded Elgot monads, of T by H. This means that—in a suitable sense we shall define—we148
have a guarded natural transformation and guarded Elgot monad morphism149
H TνH T
β ρ
150
that are universal. This in turn gives a universal property for the two special cases simply151
by varying the notion of guardedness in which our result is parametric.152
If T is Elgot, then TνH is Elgot, and therefore it is the free extension, among Elgot monads,153
of T by H. This result appeared (with a considerably more complex proof) in [9].154
If T is guarded iterative (as noted above, any monad can be so regarded), then TνH is155
guarded iterative [10], and therefore it is the free extension, among guarded iterative156
monads, of T by H. A similar result—using “two-sided ideals” rather than guardedness157
predicates—was given in [19, Corollary 4.6], generalizing [16].158
In general, a free extension of an initial object is a free object. (This is Proposition 4 below.)159
For example, the ring Z of integers is initial among all rings, so ZrX0, X1s is a free ring on160
the set {0, 1}. This gives some more special cases.161
The identity monad is initial among all monads. So IdµH is a free monad on H.162
The identity monad is initial among all guarded iterative monads, and among all guarded163
Elgot monads. So IdνH is a free guarded iterative monad, and a free guarded Elgot monad,164
on H. With H “ Id this yields Capretta’s delay monad νγ. --`γ used for modeling165
partiality in intensional type theory [5].166
On Set, the Maybe monad (the exception monad for E “ 1) is initial among all Elgot167
monads. This is true, more generally, on any hyperextensive category [1]. So MaybeνH is a168
free completely Elgot monad on H. This was previously shown in [9].169
It is also worth noting that free extensions can also be described as coproducts with free170
objects. (This is Proposition 5 below). For example, the free extension of a ring R by the set171
{0, 1} can be described as the coproduct of R and the free ring on {0, 1}. This formulation172
is used in [14, 13, 19, 9] and indeed we provide a coproduct characterization in this style173
in Corollary 29 below. We take the view, however, the characterization in terms of free174
extensions is more primitive, since it does not require the free object to exist.175
2 Preliminaries176
In this paper we work in co-Cartesian categories, which are categories with finite coproducts.177
We fix selected coproduct co-spans X inlÝÑ X`Y inrÐÝÝ Y and initial objects 0 with r s : 0Ñ X178
denoting the initial morphisms. We do not generally assume extensiveness, in particular, the179
injections inl and inr need not be monic.180
In a category C, we denote by |C| the associated class of objects and by CpX,Y q the set of181
morphisms from X to Y . We occasionally omit indexes at natural transformation components182
to improve readability. For a functor F : C Ñ C, we denote by pνF, out : νF Ñ FνF q183
the final F -coalgebra. Whenever possible, we use bold letters, e.g. T, for monads, to184
emphasize the distinction with the underlying functor T . A monad T over C induces a185
Kleisli category KlpTq with |KlpTq| “ |C| and KlpTqpX,Y q “ CpX,TY q. We make free186
use of the well-known fact that for a co-Cartesian C and a monad T on C, the Kleisli187
category KlpTq is again co-Cartesian with the coproduct co-spans X η inlÝÝÑ T pX`Y q η inrÐÝÝÝ Y188
and rpT inlqf, pT inrqgs : X`Y Ñ T pX 1`Y 1q being the coproduct of morphisms f : X Ñ TX 1189
and g : Y Ñ TY 1.190
Unless stated otherwise, all diagrams we present are supposed to commute.191
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3 Free Extensions192
We recall the following standard notion, see e.g. [3, Section 7.7].193
I Definition 1 (Bimodules). For categories C and D, a bimodule O : C |ÑD consists of the194
following data:195
a family of sets pOpX,Y qqXP|C|,Y P|D|, where g P OpX,Y q is called an O-morphism196
g : X Ñ Y ;197
each g : X Ñ Y can be composed with a C-map f : X 1 Ñ X or D-map h : Y Ñ Y 1.198
For g : X Ñ Y , f 1 : X2 Ñ X 1, f : X 1 Ñ X, h1 : Y 1 Ñ Y 2, h : Y Ñ Y 1 we must have the199
following:200
g idX “ g ph1 hqg “ h1 ph gq h pg fq “ ph gq f
idY g “ g g pf f 1q “ pg fq f 1201202
For example: the bimodule Set Ñ Ring in which OpX,Y q is the set of functions from203
the set X to the ring Y . This bimodule can be seen as arising from the forgetful functor204
RingÑ Set.205
Bimodules C |ÑD correspond to functors CopˆD Ñ Set. They are also called distributors206
or profunctors (but some authors reverse the direction). For the rest of the section, let207
O : C |ÑD be a bimodule.208
I Definition 2 (Free Extensions). Let A P |C| and B P |D|. A free extension of B by A209
consists of V P |D| and e : AÑ V and f : B Ñ V , such that, for all X P |D| and g : AÑ X210
and h : B Ñ X, there is a unique k : V Ñ X such that211
A V B
X
e
g k
f
h
212
I Definition 3 (Free Objects). Let A P |C|. A free object on A consists of V P |D| and213
e : AÑ V , such that, for all X P |D| and g : AÑ X, there is a unique k : V Ñ X such that214
A V
X
e
g k
215
I Proposition 4. Let 0D be an initial object in D. For any A P |C|, a free object on A216
corresponds to a free extension of 0D by A. The bijection sends pV , eq to217
A V 0D.e
r s
218
I Proposition 5. Let A P |C| and B P |D|. Let pW,dq be a free object on A. Then a coproduct219
of W and B corresponds to a free extension of B by A. The bijection sends pV , e, fq to220
A W V B.d e
f
221
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4 Guardedness on Monads222
In this section, let K be a co-Cartesian category. The typical example is K “ KlpTq, where T223
is a monad on a co-Cartesian category C.224
4.1 Guardedness Predicates225
The following notion is slightly adapted from [10].226
I Definition 6 (Guardedness, Guarded Monads). A guardedness predicate on K provides227
for all objects X,Y, Z a subset K‚pX,Y, Zq Ď KpX,Y ` Zq. We write f : X Ñ Y 〉Z for228
f P K‚pX,Y, Zq and say that f is guarded (in the right summand). The following conditions229
are required:230
(trv) f : X Ñ Yinlf : X Ñ Y 〉Z (par)
f : X Ñ V 〉W g : Y Ñ V 〉W
rf, gs : X ` Y Ñ V 〉W
(cmp) f : X Ñ Y 〉Z g : Y Ñ V 〉W h : Z Ñ V `Wrg, hsf : X Ñ V 〉W231232
233
A category equipped with a guardedness predicate is called guarded category. A monad T on234
C is a guarded monad if K “ KlpTq is a guarded category under the coproducts inherited235
from C.236
We write “let f : X Ñ Y 〉Z” as an abbreviation for “let f be a map X Ñ Y ` Z be a map237
such that f : X Ñ Y 〉Z”.238
Intuitively, a morphism f : X Ñ Y 〉Z represents a program flow with inputs in X and239
outputs in Y and in Z, where the latter part of the output is guarded in the sense that every240
portion of the program flow from X to Z runs through a guard. The notion of guard here is241
implicit and depends on the specific model. The axioms of guardedness abstractly capture242
properties of guards: (trv) states that if all the output goes to Y then f : X Ñ Y ` Z is243
(vacuously) guarded in Z; (par) states that guardedness jointly depends on all inputs; finally,244
(cmp) states that if the program flow branches then every branch leading to the guarded245
output must hit a guard at least once, specifically, h : Z Ñ V `W need not be guarded in246
W , because h receives the input from f , which ensures guarded already.247
The distinction between Definition 6 and the corresponding definition in [10] is precisely248
determined by the choice of the notion of coproduct: in op. cit. coproducts are treated up to249
isomorphisms, while here we work with selected coproducts. The original axiomatization of250
guardedness additionally involved a weakening rule, which turned out to be derivable from251
the above three [8]. Let us summarize this and other consequences of the axioms. We will252
need the following convention.253
I Notation 7. Let us use the notation f : X Ñ Y 〉Y1 〉 . . . 〉Yn, for f : X Ñ p. . . pY ` Y1q `254
. . .q ` Yn meaning that σ f : X Ñ Y 〉Y1 ` . . . ` Yn where σ is the obvious associativity255
isomorphism p. . . pY ` Y1q ` . . .q ` Yn Ñ Y ` pY1 ` p. . .` Ynq . . .q.256
I Proposition 8. Let K be a guarded category.257
1. For all objects V,W P |K|, we have r s : 0Ñ V 〉W .258
2. Let f : X Ñ Y 〉Z. For u : X 1 Ñ X and g : Y Ñ Y 1 and h : Z Ñ Z 1 we have259
pg ` hqfu : X 1 Ñ Y 1 〉Z 1.260
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3. (Weakening) If f : X Ñ Y 〉Z 〉W then f : X Ñ Y ` Z 〉W .261
It is often useful to speak of guardedness in particular summands:262
we say that f : X Ñ Y ` Z is inr-guarded if f : X Ñ Y 〉Z;263
we say that f : X Ñ Y ` Z is inl-guarded if X fÝÑ Y ` Z – Z ` Y is inr-guarded;264
we say that f : X Ñ Y is id-guarded if X fÝÑ Y – 0` Y is inr-guarded.265
Two guardedness predicates are especially important.266
I Proposition 9 (Greates and Least Guardedness Predicates).267
1. The greatest guardedness predicate on K says that, for every map f : X Ñ Y ` Z, we268
have f : X Ñ Y 〉Z.269
2. The least guardedness predicate on K says that, for f : X Ñ Y ` Z, f : X Ñ Y 〉Z iff270
there is a map g : X Ñ Y such that f factors as X gÝÑ Y inlÝÑ Y ` Z (such g need not be271
unique, since it does not follow from our running premises that coproduct injections are272
monic).273
We say that K is totally guarded when equipped with the largest guardedness predicate, and274
vacuously guarded when equipped with the smallest.275
I Example 10. Here are some examples of guardedness predicates for K “ KlpTq with T276
being a monad on Set.277
1. Let T be the following monad: T∅ “ ∅ and TX “ 1 if X ‰ ∅, under vacuous guardedness.278
Now, the unique morphism 1Ñ T p1` 1q “ 1 is inl-guarded and inr-guarded, because it279
factors through 1 “ T1 T inrÝÝÝÑ T p1` 1q “ 1 and through 1 “ T1 T inlÝÝÑ T p1` 1q “ 1. But280
1Ñ T p1` 1q “ 1 does not factor through ∅ “ T∅ T r sÝÝÑ T p1` 1q “ 1, and henceit is not281
id-guarded. This example show that guardedness in two summands does not necessarily282
imply guardedness in their union.283
2. Let P` be the non-empty powerset monad. For f : X Ñ P`pY ` Zq, say f : X Ñ Y 〉Z284
when for every x P X, the set fpxq contains at least one element of the form inl y.285
3. Let D` be the countable probability distribution monad:286
D`X “
{
d : X Ñ r0, 1s |
∑
d “ 1
}
.287
We put f : X Ñ Y 〉Z if for every x P X, fpxqpinl yq ą 0 for at least one y P Y .288
4. For a set A, let TX “ A‹ ˆX be a writer monad whose monad structure is induced by289
the monoid structure of A‹. For f : X Ñ A‹ ˆ pY ` Zq, say f : X Ñ Y 〉Z when, for290
every x P X, if fpxq “ pm, inr zq then m ‰ ε.291
5. Following Section 1.1, let A be again an arbitrary set and let TX “ P`pA‹ ˆX `Aωq.292
This yields a monad for nondeterministic programs that print characters in A, giving293
semantics that records the (successful) finite and infinite traces. The monad structure294
is obtained from the fact that A‹ is a monoid and Aω is a left A‹-module. For f : X Ñ295
P`pA‹ ˆ pY ` Zq ` Aωq, say f : X Ñ Y 〉Z when, for every x P X, if pm, inr zq P fpxq296
then m ‰ ε. Intuitively, as in the previous example, a program denoting f is prohibited297
from returning a value through Z without first printing a character.298
I Definition 11 (Guarded Natural Transformations and Monad Morphisms).299
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1. Let T and S be guarded monads on C. A monad morphism ρ : TÑ S is guarded when the300
functor Klpρq : KlpTq Ñ KlpSq preserves guardedness. Explicitly: for f : X Ñ T pY ` Zq,301
if f : X Ñ Y 〉Z in KlpTq then X fÝÑ T pY `Zq βY`ZÝÝÝÝÑ SpY `Zq is guarded X Ñ Y 〉Z302
in KlpSq.303
2. Let H be an endofunctor and T a guarded monad on C. A natural transformation304
σ : H Ñ T is guarded when for all X P |C|, σX : HX Ñ TX is id-guarded.305
4.2 Guarded Iteration306
We now consider when guarded morphisms can be iterated in the sense of Section 1.1. The307
most straightforward case is the following:308
I Definition 12 (Guarded Iterative Categories). K is guarded iterative if every f : X Ñ Y 〉X309
has a unique fixpoint f : : X Ñ Y of the map rid, --s f : CpX,Y q Ñ CpX,Y q.310
I Lemma 13. In any guarded category, if f : X Ñ Y 〉Z 〉X and g : X Ñ Y is a fixpoint of311
rid, --s f then g : X Ñ Y 〉Z.312
I Definition 14 (Conway Iteration). A guarded Conway (iteration) operator on K associates313
to each f : X Ñ Y 〉X a fixpoint f : : X Ñ Y of the map rid, --s f , satisfying the following314
principles:315
naturality: for f : X Ñ Y 〉X and g : Y Ñ Z we have ppg `Xqfq: “ gf :;316
dinaturality: prinl, hs gq: “ rη, prinl, gshq:s g for g : X Ñ Y 〉Z and h : Z Ñ Y 〉X or317
g : X Ñ Y ` Z and h : Z Ñ Y 〉X;318
codiagonal: prid, inrs fq: “ f :: for f : X Ñ Y 〉X 〉X.319
Note that in the codiagonal equation, f :: must exist by Lemma 13.320
I Remark 15. Guarded Conway operators are direct generalizations of standard (total)321
Conway operators [2, 22], which arise under the total notion of guardedness. It was observed322
by Hyland and Hasegawa [12, 11] that Conway operators are equivalent to monoidal trace323
operators under b “ ` (modulo the duality of ` and ˆ). The connection between Conway324
operators and traces extends to a connection between guarded Conway operators and guarded325
traces [8]. In the total case, it is known that the axioms of Conway operators are incomplete326
wrt nontrivial models of iteration, e.g. the category of pointed complete partial orders [22].327
This led Bloom and Ésik to completing the axiomatization of iteration by an infinite set of328
axioms called commutative identities [2]. These identities are instance of a single versatile329
quasi-equational uniformity principle, which holds true in all non-pathological models.330
Let J : C Ñ K be a functor, where C and K are guarded and have the same objects, and J is331
identity-on-objects and strictly preserves co-Cartesian structure.332
I Definition 16 (Uniformity). A guarded Conway operator ´: on K is uniform (wrt J) when333
for K-maps f : X Ñ Y 〉X and g : Z Ñ Y 〉Z and C-map h : Z Ñ X,334
Z Y ` Z
X Y `X
g
Jh JpY`hq
f
ñ
Z Y
X
g:
h
f:
335
I Proposition 17. [10] An operation sending every f P K‚pX,Y, Zq to a fixpoint f : P KpX,Y q336
is guarded Conway uniform iff it satisfies naturality, codiagonal and uniformity. In other337
words, dinaturality is derivable.338
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I Proposition 18. Let K be guarded iterative. Then f ÞÑ f : is a guarded Conway operator339
and uniform wrt IdK.340
Proof. Except for uniformity wrt IdK, the proof is in [10, Theorem 17]. Let us verify the341
missing case of uniformity. Suppose that f pJhq “ Jpid` hq f for suitable f , g and h. Now,342
rid, f :pJhqs g “ rid, f :s Jpid ` hqg “ rid, f :s fh, meaning that f :pJhq satisfies the fixpoint343
equation for g:. Therefore, f :pJhq “ g:. J344
I Definition 19. Let T be a guarded monad, i.e. a monad with a guardedness predicate on345
KlpTq. We say that T is346
1. a guarded iterative monad if KlpTq is a guarded iterative category;347
2. a guarded Elgot monad if KlpTq has a guarded Conway operator f ÞÑ f :, which is uniform348
wrt the obvious functor C Ñ KlpTq;349
3. an Elgot monad when it is totally guarded and a guarded Elgot monad.350
Note that for an Elgot monad T, T0 must always be inhabited because T supports (unpro-351
ductive) divergence K “ pη inr : 1Ñ T p0` 1qq:.352
I Example 20. Let us revisit Example 10.353
1. Every monad under vacuous guardedness can be equipped with an iteration operator and354
is thus guarded iterative. Concretely, since f : X Ñ Y 〉X implies that355
f “ (X gÝÑ TY T inlÝÝÑ T pY `Xq)356
for a suitable g, f : “ rη, f :s‹ pT inlqg “ g. For Example 10 (1), therefore f : “ ! : X Ñ357
TY “ 1 if Y ‰ ∅ and f : “ r s : ∅Ñ ∅ if Y “ ∅, and thus X “ ∅.358
2. The powerset monad P is Elgot, because its Kleisli category (the category of relations)359
is enriched over complete partial orders, and hence supports f : as a least fixpoint of360
rη, --s‹f . This is inherited by P` by restriction along the inclusion P` ↪Ñ P. Explicitly,361
in the Kleisli category of P`, for a guarded map f : X Ñ Y 〉X, the map f : : X Ñ Y362
sends x to the set363 {
y P Y | Dn P N, px0, . . . , xnq P Xn`1. x “ x0 ^ fpx0q Q inr x1 ^ . . .^ fpxnq Q inl y
}
.364
In this style of semantics we thus do not register the possibility of divergence i.e. whether365
there is a sequence px0, x1, . . .q P Xω such that @i P N. fpxiq Q inr xi`1. As a result, P`366
is guarded Elgot.367
3. Unlike its cousin, the countable subdistribution monad DX “ {d : X Ñ r0, 1s | ∑ d ď368
1
}
, D` is not Elgot (because D`0 “ 0). However, as in the previous clause, it is guarded369
Elgot. Specifically, we obtain a guarded Conway operator for D` by first restricting370
from the corresponding total guarded iteration operator for D, calculated as a least fixed371
point, and then normalizing (guardedness ensures it is not zero) to obtain a distribution.372
Thus we do not record the probability of divergence. To see the need for normalization,373
consider the guarded Kleisli map f : NÑ 1 〉N where fpnq gives inl ‹ with probability374
1
2n ` 2 “
(
1
2n`1
)
{
(
1
2 `
1
2n
)
375
and inrpn` 1q with probability376
1´ 12n ` 2 “
2n ` 1
2n ` 2 “
(
1
2 `
1
2n`1
)
{
(
1
2 `
1
2n
)
.377
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Iterating f from 0 gives the probability 1{2n`2 of the transition sequence378
0Ñ 1Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ nÑ ‹379
So the probability of eventually reaching ‹ is 1{2.380
4. The writer monad TX “ A‹ ˆX does not support guarded iteration for the guardedness381
predicate defined in Example 10 (4) and for non-trivial A. For example, no x : 1Ñ T1–A‹382
satisfies the fixpoint equation x “ ax for any a P A. This can be remedied by extending TX383
to A‹ ˆX `M were M is an inhabited left A‹-module, e.g. M “ 1 (the initial one), or384
M “ Aω (the final one).385
5. The monad TX “ P`pA‹ ˆX `Aωq for finite and infinite traces from Example 10 (5)386
supports the following iteration operator. For a guarded Kleisli map f : X Ñ Y 〉X, the387
map f : : X Ñ TY sends x to the following set:388 {
inlpm0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mn´1 `m, yq | Dn P N, px0, . . . , xnq P Xn`1.
x0 “ x
^fpx0q Q inlpm0, inr s1q ^ . . .^ fpxn´1q Q inlpmn´1, inr xnq
^fpxnq Q inlpm, inl yq
}
Y{inrpm0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mn´1 `mq | Dn P N, px0, . . . , xnq P Xn`1.
x0 “ x
^fpx0q Q inlpm0, inr x1q ^ . . .^ fpxn´1q Q inlpmn´1, inr xnq
^fpxnq Q inrm
}
Y{inrpm0 `m1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q | Dpx0, . . .q P Xω.
x0 “ x^ @i P N. fpxiq Q inlpmi, inr xi`1q
}
.
389
This captures three possible scenarios (separated by the Y operator):390
the fixpoint f :pxq is unfolded n times resulting in an output of y P Y ; the actions391
m0, . . . ,mn´1,m P A‹ are collected along the run and concatenated;392
the fixpoint f :pxq is unfolded n times and then hits an infinite tracem P Aω; as a result,393
f :pxq does not yield a value from Y , but it yields an infinite tracem0`. . .`mn´1`m P394
Aω where m0, . . . ,mn´1 P A‹ are collected along the run;395
the fixpoint f :pxq is unfolded infinitely many times without ever reaching Y ; this yields396
an infinite trace m0 `m1 ` . . . P Aω computed by concatenating the traces mi P A‹,397
which are collected along the run. The guardedness assumption on f is crucial here,398
because it ensure that each mi is non-empty and hence the above infinite sum does399
indeed produce an infinite trace.400
The resulting iteration operator is properly partial, and is computed neither as a least401
fixpoint nor as a unique fixpoint, even though the guardedness relation we postulate is402
the one standardly used in process algebra and guaranteeing uniqueness of fixpoint under403
strong bisimilarity [17]. The separating example is x “ ax ` 1, which has besides the404
canonical solution x “ a‹ ` aω the solution x “ a‹, ignoring the infinite trace.405
5 The Coinductive Resumption Monad406
In this section, we present our main technical contribution, stating that guarded Elgotness407
extends along the coalgebraic resumption monad transformer. It proves to be technically408
more advantageous to work more generally with parametrized guarded Elgot monads, which409
extend Uustalu’s parametrized monads [23].410
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I Definition 21 (Parametrized Guarded Elgot Monads). A parametrized guarded Elgot411
monad is a functor from a co-Cartesian category C to the category of guarded Elgot monads412
over C. Equivalently (by uncurrying), a parametrized guarded Elgot monad is a bifunctor413
# : C ˆ C Ñ C, such that each --#W is a guarded Elgot monad, and for every f : W ÑW 1,414
--#f is a guarded Elgot monad morphism.415
Since every monad is a guarded Elgot monad under vacuous guardedness, parametrized416
guarded Elgot monads include all parametrized monads.417
The main example of a parametrized guarded Elgot monad is as follows.418
I Example 22. Given a guarded Elgot monad T and an endofunctor H on the same co-419
Cartesian category C, X#Y “ T pX`HY q defines a parametrized guarded Elgot monad, with420
the guardedness predicate defined as follows: for f : X Ñ T ppY ` Zq `HW q, f : X Ñ Y 〉Z421
in Klp´ #W q iff422
X
fÝÑ T ppY ` Zq `HW q – T ppY `HW q ` Zq is inr-guarded in KlpTq.423
424
We use the same Kleisli style notation for parametrized guarded Elgot monads as for the425
non-parametrized ones. Let us record the identities, directly implied by Definition 21, and426
which we use in the subsequent calculations.427
pηX,Y : X Ñ Z #W q‹ “ idX#W : X #W Ñ X #W,428
pf : Y Ñ Z #W q‹pηX,Y : X Ñ X #W q “ f : X Ñ Z #W,429
pf : Y Ñ Z #W q‹pg : X Ñ Y #W q‹ “ pf‹gq‹ : X #W Ñ Z #W,430
pX # ph : W ÑW 1qq pηX,W : X Ñ X #W q “ ηX,W 1 : X Ñ X #W 1,431
pY # ph : W ÑW 1qq pf : X Ñ Y #W q‹ “432
ppY # hqfq‹pY # hq : X #W Ñ Y #W 1,433
pY # ph : W ÑW 1qq pf : X Ñ pY `Xq #W q: “ ppY # hq fq: : X Ñ Y #W 1.434
435
The first three equations here are the monad laws for --#W and the last three equations436
express the fact that --#h is a guarded Elgot monad morphism.437
For the rest of the section we fix a parametrized guarded Elgot monad # and assume438
that the final coalgebras z#X “ νγ.X # γ exist for all X P |C|. The following properties439
of z# are previously shown by Uustalu [23].440
I Proposition 23.441
1. For every f : X Ñ z#Y there is a unique f6 : z#X Ñ z#Y such that442
z#X X #z#X
z#Y Y #z#Y
out
f6 ppout fq#f6q‹
out
443
2. given f : X Ñ Y #z#pX ` Y q, there is unique g : X Ñ z#Y , such that444
X Y #z#pY `Xq
z#Y Y #z#Y
f
g Y#rην , gs6
out
445
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3. z# forms a monad, whose unit η# at X is446
X X #z#X z#X.η inl out-1447
The Kleisli extension of f : X Ñ z#Y is f6.448
5.1 Transferring Guarded Elgotness449
We proceed to transfer iteration from # to z#.450
I Definition 24. z# is guarded as follows: f : X Ñ Y 〉Z when the composite451
X
fÝÑ z#pY ` Zq outÝÝÑ pY ` Zq #z#pY ` Zq452
is inr-guarded.453
See [10] for a proof that this constitutes a guardedness predicate.454
Note that when # is totally guarded then so is z#. Using Definition 24, for every455
f : X Ñ z#pY ` Xq, we define ♦ f “ pout fq: : X Ñ Y # z#pY ` Xq. The idea of this456
operator is as follows. Computing the iteration of f : X Ñ z#pY `Xq w.r.t. z# amounts to457
forming out f : X Ñ pY `Xq # z#pY `Xq first, which reveals two occurrences of X that458
must be iterated away. The first one occurs at the guarded position of the parametrized459
monad, and hence we can eliminate it by applying the iteration operator of --#z#pY `Xq –460
this is precisely the task of ♦. The remaining second position of X occurs under z#, and461
can be eliminated by using the finality property of the latter.462
I Theorem 25. z# is a guarded Elgot monad with the iteration operator p--q; characterized463
as follows: for f : X Ñ Y 〉X, f ; : X Ñ z#Y is the unique morphism satifsying464
X Y #z#pY `Xq
z#Y Y #z#Y
♦ f
f; Y#rην ,f;s6
out
465
Proof. Let us verify the relevant laws. Recall that by Proposition 17, we need not verify466
dinaturality.467
fixpoint is already shown in [10];468
naturality: given f : X Ñ Y 〉X, g : Y Ñ z#Z, let us denote by h the morphism469
rpz# inlq g, ην inrs : Y `X Ñ Z 〉X, First we show that470
♦ph6fq “ ppZ #z# inlq out gq‹pY # h6q♦ f. (1)471472
Indeed,473
♦ph6fq “ pout h6fq: // definition of ♦474
“ ppouthq‹pY # h6q out fq:475
“ ppZ #z# inlq out gq‹ppY # h6q out fq: // naturality of p--q:476
“ ppZ #z# inlq out gq‹pY # h6q♦ f.477478
Then479
out g6f ; “ pout gq‹pY # g6q pY # rην , f ;s6q♦ f // definition of p--q;480
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“ pout gq‹pY # pg6rην , f ;s6qq♦ f481
“ pout gq‹(Y # rην , g6f ;s6rpz# inlq g, ην inrs6)♦ f482
“ pout gq‹(Y # rην , g6f ;s6h6)♦ f483
“ pZ # rην , g6f ;s6q ppZ #z# inlq out gq‹pY # h6q♦ f // (1)484
“ pZ # rην , g6f ;s6q ♦ph6fq.485
486
This entails the requisite equality ph6fq; “ g6f ;, by the uniqueness property of ph6fq;.487
codiagonal: let f : X Ñ Y 〉X 〉X. It suffices to check that488
out f ;; “ pY # rην , f ;;s6q ♦pz#rid, inrs fq489
The proof runs as follows:490
out f ;; “ pY # rην , f ;;s6q ♦ f ; // definition of p--q;491
“ pY # rην , f ;;s6q pout f ;q: // definition of ♦492
“ pY # rην , f ;;s6q pppY `Xq # rην , f ;s6q ♦ fq: // definition of p--q;493
“ pY # rην , f ;;s6rην , f ;s6q pout fq::494
“ pY # rrην , f ;;s, rην , f ;;s6f ;s6q pout fq::495
“ pY # rrην , f ;;s, f ;s6q pout fq:: // fixpoint for p--q;496
“ pY # rην , f ;;s6z#rid, inrsq pout fq::497
“ pY # rην , f ;;s6q pY #z#rid, inrsq498
pprid, inrs #z#ppY `Xq `Xqq out fq: // codiagonal for p--q:499
“ pY # rην , f ;;s6q pprid, inrs #z#rid, inrsq out fq:500
“ pY # rην , f ;;s6q pout z#rid, inrsfq:501
“ pY # rην , f ;;s6q ♦pz#rid, inrsfq // definition of ♦502503
uniformity: assume f : X Ñ Y 〉X, g : Z Ñ Y 〉Z, h : Z Ñ X and f h “ z#pid` hq g.504
The latter entails pout fqh “ ppid` hq #z#pid` hqq out g, hence, by uniformity of p--q:,505
pout fq: h “ ppY #z#pid` hqq out gq:. (2)506507
We then have508
out f ; h “ pY # rην , f ;s6q p♦ fqh // definition of p--q;509
“ pY # rην , f ;s6q pout fq: h // definition of ♦510
“ pY # rην , f ;s6q ppY #z#pid` hqq out gq: // (2)511
“ pY # rην , f ;hs6q pout gq:512
“ pY # rην , f ;hs6q ♦ g. // definition of ♦513
514
We thus obtained that f ;h satisfies the fixpoint equation for g;, hence f ;h “ g;. J515
Recall that T νH “ z# for X # Y “ T pX `HY q.516
I Corollary 26. Given a guarded Elgot monad T, then TνH is also guarded Elgot with the517
requisite structure obtained from the parametrized guarded Elgot monad X#Y “ T pX`HY q.518
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5.2 Free Extensions of Guarded Elgot Monads519
We proceed to apply the results of the previous section under X # Y “ T pX `HY q.520
I Lemma 27. Let T be a guarded monad.521
1. The natural transformation522
HX
η inrpHηνqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ T pX `HT νHXq out
-1ÝÝÑ T νHX523
is guarded.524
2. The natural transformation525
TX
T inlÝÝÑ T pX `HT νHXq out
-1ÝÝÑ T νHX526
is a guarded Elgot monad morphism.527
Proof. The first clause is obvious by definition. For the second clause, we need to check that528
the relevant morphism preserves guarded iteration, that is, given f : X Ñ Y 〉X, we need to529
show that530
out-1pT inlq f : “ pout-1pT inlq fq;.531
By definition of p--q;, equivalently, we prove the equation532
pT inlq f : “ T pid` rην , pT inlq f :s6q♦pout-1pT inlq fq.533
Indeed,534
T pid` rην , pT inlq f :s6q♦pout-1pT inlq fq535
“ T pid` rην , pT inlq f :s6q pT pinl`idq fq: // definition of ♦536
“ T pid` rην , pT inlq f :s6q pT inlq f : // naturality537
“ pT inlq f,538
539
as desired. J540
I Theorem 28. In the category of guarded Elgot monads, TνH , provided it exists, is a free541
extension of T by H in the sense of Definition 2, that is, for every guarded Elgot monad S, a542
guarded Elgot monad morphism ξ : TÑ S and a guarded natural transformation σ : H Ñ S,543
there exists a guarded Elgot monad morphism ζ : TνH Ñ S uniquely characterized by the544
following commutative diagram545
T T pId`HT νHq T νH T pId`HT νHq H
S
T inl
ξ
out-1
ζ
out-1 η inrHην
σ
546
in the obvious category of natural transformations. Concretely, every ζX : T νHX Ñ SX has547
the form
(
T νHX
ξ outÝÝÝÑ SpX `HT νHXq rη inl, pS inrqσs
‹ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ SpX ` T νHXq
):.548
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Proof. By Lemma 27 the candidate monad morphism TÑ TνH and the candidate natural549
transformation H Ñ TνH are guarded. The trickiest part of the claim is the fact that TνH550
is indeed a guarded Elgot monad, which is shown in Theorem 25. Let us verify that ζ is a551
guarded monad morphism. Suppose that f : X Ñ T νHpY `Xq is inr-guarded and show that552
ζ f : X Ñ SpY `Xq is inr-guarded. We have553
ζ f “ rη, ζs‹rη inl, pS inrqσs‹ ξ out f // fixpoint554
“ rη, ζ‹σs‹ ξ out f,555
556
which can be presented as557
X
out fÝÝÝÑT ppY `Xq `HT νHpY `Xqq – T ppY `HT νHpY `Xqq `Xq
rrη inl,ζ‹σs,η inrs‹ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑSpY `Xq.558
559
The composite morphism in the upper row is inr-guarded by definition. We will be done560
by (cmp) if we show that the morphism rη inl, ζ‹σs occurring in the lower row is inr-guarded.561
By (trv) and (par) this amounts to showing that ζ‹σ : HT νHpY ` Xq Ñ SpY ` Xq is562
inr-guarded. Indeed, σ is id-guarded by definition, hence ζ‹σ is id-guarded by (cmp), which563
weakens to inr-guardedness by Proposition 8.564
The remaining calculations are the same as in previous work [9, Theorem 8.3] where the565
analogous statement was shown in the unguarded case. J566
Note that the initial guarded Elgot monad is the identity monad under vacuous guardedness.567
Using Proposition 5 we obtain568
I Corollary 29. Given a guarded Elgot monad T and an endofunctor H, TνH is the coproduct,569
in the category of guarded Elgot monads, of T and νγ. p--`Hγq, provided the latter exists.570
6 Conclusions and Further Work571
We introduced guarded Elgot monads as a common generalization of Elgot monads and572
guarded iterative monads previously studied in the literature. We propose to use them as573
a yardstick for analyzing sophisticated notions of iteration when the iteration operator is574
neither total nor a unique solution of the corresponding fixpoint equation. Situations of575
this kind indeed occur in practice, e.g. in process semantics wrt infinite trace equivalence576
(Example 20 (5)). Moreover, guarded Elgotness tends to propagate along monad transformers,577
which leads to further examples. We explored one such monad transformer, receiving as an578
input a monad T and a functor H and returning a monad TνH of possibly non-terminating579
processes under strong bisimilarity, with side-effects by T and with actions by H. Our main580
theorem shows that for a guarded Elgot monad T, TνH is canonically guarded Elgot, and581
more specifically it can be characterized as a free extension of T by H in the category of all582
guarded Elgot monads.583
The monad transformer T ÞÑ TνH is particularly important because the semantic domain584
it generates is subject to (coalgebraic) strong bisimilarity, which is arguably the finest585
semantic equivalence on processes. We thus hope to obtain further interesting generic process586
equivalences, most importantly infinite trace equivalence, in a principled fashion, as quotients587
of TνH under suitably defined iteration-congruences. We plan to explore connections between588
the outlined approach to characterizing process equivalences and universal characterizations589
of such equivalences, such as the final coalgebra characterization of finite trace equivalence590
given in [4].591
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